
Leading company in the design and construction
of safety systems for gas detection



Beinat S.R.L. was born in 1978 in Cirié, a small town near Turin, Italy.
For more than 40 years our company has been supplying gas safety devices, appreciated 
all over the world.

The wide choice of remote sensors, control units, controllers, stand-alone detectors, 
portable detectors, makes our products compatible both for domestic and industrial 
environments, making our company the perfect partner for all wholesalers in the 
sector.

Furthermore, the continuous attention to new technologies allows BEINAT S.R.L. to 
keep its products always at the forefront, and to guarantee the user great quality and 
reliable solutions.

Entirely produced in Italy, Beinat products can be found all over the world: from Europe 
to Africa, from Asia to the Americas, and our goal is to guarantee systems and tools 
useful for civil and industrial safety, whether it is gas or fire safety, thermoregulation 
and professional instrumentation for electronic control.

Beinat S.R.L.: plant safety and efficiency at
your service
Ideas and solutions since 1978



Gas detectors
Domestic use

RGX100² GSH900



Gas detection controllers
Conventional and Addressable

BX308XP/box BX316XP/box



Conventional gas sensors
Tertiary and industrial use

SG850-CO SGM5332



Addressable gas sensors
Tertiary and industrial use

SGI895-ATEX CO165



Gas safety

FS230M-FS024M-FS012M CARD-TX4R

Accessories and spare parts



BX44F RF540

Fire/smoke controllers and sensors



TS1008 NASE25K

Instrumentation



SC200 SL150

Thermoregulation
Electronic control



Beinat around the world
All countries that purchase
our products

Our market, fundamentally foreign,
expands from America to China
and is very attentive to Made in Italy.

Our products are found in almost
all over Europe, from Spain to the Czech Republic,
from Greece to Portugal.
Spanning much of the Middle East,
from Saudi Arabia to Turkey,
from Egypt to Qatar.

Not least are continents like America
and Asia where Beinat works for many years,
from the USA to Taiwan.



Via Fatebenefratelli, 122/C
10077 - San Maurizio Canavese
Torino - Italia
Tel. +39 011 92 10 484
Fax +39 011 92 11 477
info@beinat.com
www.beinat.com/en


